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What is the Methodological Question Being Addressed Can a model derived from digital
measures of vocal variability be utilized to detect the presence of vocal tremor?

Introduction The presence and degree of vocal tremor is a marker of disease severity in multiple
neurological insults and disorders. However, the clinical assessment of vocal tremor relies on
subjective, burdensome, and infrequent assessment methodologies. Digital measurement of vocal
tremor has the potential to increase sensitivity and frequency of assessment while reducing cost
and burden.

Methods A machine learning vocal tremor model was developed to compute features from the
frequency and amplitude tremor intensity/power index using open source methods. Vocal features
along with gender were then utilized to build and validate a classifier used to detect the presence
of vocal tremor using audio samples of participants from a Phase II Essential Tremor treatment
study conducted in the US (n = 94 participants; n = 685 total vocal samples). We established a
threshold of ≥ 1.0 on The Essential Tremor Rating Assessment Scale (TETRAS) to indicate the
presence of tremor. The model’s performance was assessed using 5-fold cross validation, and the
model was tested on a holdout dataset (n = 16) to determine the sensitivity of the derived digital
measure of vocal tremor.

Results The model performance across 5 random splits of the data had an AUC of 0.75 (± 0.03 SD)
based on the clinical cut-off. The classification accuracy of the model on the holdout data (n = 16)
was 75.2%.

Conclusion Automated vocal parameters can potentially be utilized to assess the presence of
vocal tremor with reasonable accuracy. Such methods can support remote digital measurement
applications, addressing issues of reliability and scalability of traditional neurological assessments.
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